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U.S. and Japan Flayed for Hampering Improvement of
Inter-Korean Relations
Pyongyang, February 13 (KCNA) -- The director-general of the Institute for Disarmament
and Peace of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the DPRK issued a statement on Tuesday
over the fact that the United States and Japan, taken aback by stirring atmosphere of
improvement and reconciliation in the inter-Korean relations, are running amuck to put
whatever obstacles on this development.
Noting that the U.S. and Japan incited confrontation and hostility towards the DPRK at the
opening ceremony of the current Winter Olympics where the whole world has extended
warm congratulations in delight and joy to the north and the south of Korea for being one, the
statement says:
The reckless moves of the U.S. and Japan constitute an open challenge to our sincere
efforts for improving the inter-Korean relations and creating peaceful climate on the Koran
peninsula as well as to the world public aspiring to the regional and global peace and stability.
Whenever the north and the south of Korea were engaged in talks to improve their
relations, which led to the heightened atmosphere for national reunification, the U.S. and
Japan did never fail to create huge obstacles by conducting such deliberate aggressive
maneuvers as the large-scale joint military exercises.
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The above facts demonstrate once again that the U.S. and Japan are the very culprits of
destroying peace, aggravating situation and obstructing national reunification on the Korean
peninsula.
If the U.S. and Japanese reactionaries continue to move in a self-centered manner against
our national aspirations for peace and reunification and the international support to it, they
will gain only isolation.
The U.S and Japan should bear in mind that their vicious words and actions will only
reveal their sinister and crafty intentions and invite international opposition and denunciation,
and they would be well advised to stop their imprudent and reckless actions.
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